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Foreword
This important research report on the education of Gypsy, Roma and Traveller
(GRT) children, provides a timely insight into an area of education that has
regrettably slipped from vision in the last decade and its pages reveal stark
evidence of what must be of growing concern to a society committed to one ‘that
works for everyone and of fairness and opportunity’. It is timely also, in that it
puts yet more flesh on the bones of the deeply worrying report from the Women
and Equalities Committee, which tells of GRT communities in the United Kingdom
being ‘comprehensively failed by policy makers’.
This report rightly reminds us, and hopefully government too, that the elements
of best practice are well known, developed over years and proven to be highly
effective in meeting the specific educational needs of GRT children, parents and
communities. This achievement has been the result of generous public investment, dedicated professional and
civil society action and informed and wise political will. The recommendations of this report clearly encourage,
primarily, the government, not to let go of this remarkable national achievement.
Enforcing good practice is clearly the responsibility of government, local authorities, Academy Trusts and schools,
together with, of course, the leadership responsibilities of head teachers and teachers. The report, however,
reminds us again that behind the slipped vision, all is not well and the parents of the victims of poor and inappropriate
policy, provision and practice, are left to fight their children’s own corners with increasingly blunted equality tools
for citizen’s redress against injustices. The critical work of key civil society players is well illustrated in the seven
illuminating case studies and it would seem that their crucial work will sadly be demanded for some time to come.
An encouraging vision of what is still possible in terms of best practice, should be noted from the four best practice
schools listed, as too, from the advice and opinions of the quoted specialists in this area of education. Through the
pages of this report, one hears the repeated cries for action and for this to be taken urgently and based on proven
best practice unhindered by excuses which wilfully ignore past achievements.
Above all, this report must send a clear message to government not to let things slip further and to reinvest and
reignite the professional enthusiasm witnessed in the twenty proceeding years to 2008. The relevant ministries
now need to understand the root causes of Gypsy, Roma and Traveller exclusion and marginalisation and to
design bespoke policies, provision and practice to ensure real inclusion and equality of outcomes in education and
life chances. These pleas must come as a wakeup call and hopefully be a justifiable warning to government not to
lose sight of this issue given that the societal quod is increasingly confetti-littered with the many audit reports on
the destructive consequences of forty years of neo liberalism.
Arthur Ivatts OBE
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Recommendations
For government
1. E
 stablish an inter-departmental government strategy to promote the social inclusion
of Gypsy, Roma and Travellers in education, health and social care;
2.	
Revisit, update and re-release the materials developed through the National
Strategies Gypsy Roma Traveller Achievement Programme, and fund a nationwide
training programme to promote them;
3. E
 armark funding and a national coordinator to support Gypsy Roma Traveller
History Month;
4. R
 e-introduce ring-fenced and monitored funding to Local Authorities to provide
services to support the educational inclusion, engagement, transitions and
opportunities of GRT communities;
5.	
Ensure a module on strategies to promote the inclusion of GRT children and young
people is included in all initial teacher training courses (Primary and Secondary);
6.	
Monitor racist bullying and intervene if it is found to be systemic; send warning
letters to schools where bullying is proved to be regular and racist;
7.	
Monitor the Academy Trusts accused of racist practices;
8.	
Ask questions of Ofsted and make sure that their inspectors are suitably trained to
ask schools the right questions and stop them from getting away with bad practice;
9.	
Make off-rolling difficult for schools;
10.	Ensure a more robust monitoring system for elective home education.

For schools
1. Employ Gypsy, Roma and Travellers as paid members of school staff;
2. P
 rovide Equality duty training for all staff ensuring they understand GRT ethnicity is
a protected characteristic and that discrimination and abuse are offences;
3. Implement a consistent and coherent whole school policy on bullying;
4. S
 chools should use open, inclusive and transparent language when communicating
with families.

For parents
1.	
Make use of opportunities to learn about your children’s education;
2.	
Ask questions and seek advice, where it is available;
3. Insist on your child’s school celebrating Gypsy Roma Traveller History Month;
4.	
Tick the Gypsy/Roma or Traveller of Irish Heritage ethnicity box on the school
admissions form.
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Introduction
This report outlines good practice in relation to Gypsy, Roma and Traveller (GRT) children in early years, primary
and secondary school education, as reported by families, educationalists and schools. It also presents the findings
of the Traveller Movement’s (TM) three-year education and advocacy project, funded by Esmée Fairbairn.
In carrying out this research we examined the following:
•	
What are successful schools doing to encourage participation and cohesion?
•	
What do GRT parents feel works for them?
•	
How do schools address racist bullying?
•	
How can other schools learn from these examples of good practice?
•	
What should the government be doing to raise the attainment of GRT pupils?
From TMs advocacy work it is evident there are glaring examples of institutional racism in most cases. However,
despite prejudicial attitudes and the austerity agenda, there are some schools that continue to provide an excellent
learning environment for GRT pupils.
The report examines good practice, and provides case studies from TMs advocacy work. The report also makes
recommendations to government, schools and GRT parents.
Throughout this report we use the acronym GRT to mean Gypsy, Roma and Traveller. We do not suggest that
Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities are the same, but this acronym is used for the sake of brevity.
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What the education specialists say
We identified and interviewed four education specialists who between them have decades of experience working
with the Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities. Some of these are former TESS teachers, former head teachers
at schools with significant GRT pupil ratios, and educational consultants, researchers and GRT advocates.
We asked them about improving parental engagement, attainment issues, Gypsy Roma and Traveller History
Month, bullying, and Government responsibility.

How to engage with parents
The education specialists pointed out that some GRT parents have very limited and often negative school
experiences and therefore children’s physical and moral safety, and practical skills can be more important to them
than academic achievement. Organising sessions for parents where they can support each other and get
tips on how to help with children’s homework are a few good examples of how to cross this barrier.
Education specialists agree that reaching out to involve parents is essential and that schools should have a
designated senior member of staff who focuses on parental engagement. Making parents feel included and
welcome is a key and will require time, cultural awareness and commitment.
Communication with parents should be proactive, if schools only contact parents to complain or deliver negative
news, parents will most likely become harder to reach. Sharing policies to demonstrate that they are fair and
applied in the same way to all pupil groups is a good way to involve and reassure parents.
If parents disagree with parts of the curriculum, uniform rules etc. the school needs to arrange extra time to talk
with them and try to find solutions the same way they would do with any parent. Home visits or special events
to familiarise with parents is agreed to be a good way to build trust with parents.

How to improve GRT pupil attainment
The first priority should be to make the school a safe place and a worthwhile experience for the GRT
children. Sometimes differentiating the curriculum, by adding more practical activities, or visual stimuli, can be
beneficial and will provide a more applied education.
The education specialists believe that a personalised approach is generally necessary when teaching GRT
children as most will have life circumstances that can negatively affect their education (e.g. late start, discouraged
by parents, bullying, SEN, domestic abuse, evictions, family and caring responsibilities).
Schools should assess each child’s abilities from the start and be more flexible. For those children who enrol midyear or who are absent at times for travelling, there needs to be an appropriate induction process. Sometimes
parents do not realise that keeping a child at home a day or two each week will seriously disrupt their learning. This
should be discussed with parents from the start.
Education specialists recommend employing Travellers on the school staff, starting from teachers’ assistants
who can act as role models for the Traveller children and as bridges between the families and the school.
One key area of concern for the education specialists is transition to secondary education, there needs to be
much more parental reassurance and involvement.
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Gypsy, Roma and Traveller History Month (GRTHM)
The education specialists think that GRTHM has offered Traveller children recognition and status that they might
not otherwise have had but they agree that Gypsy, Roma and Traveller culture and history should be
celebrated in schools together with other cultures and not on its own. Most importantly GRT cultural identities
should be included in school curricula in all UK schools. For example, all school libraries should have good
quality fictional and non-fictional books that reflect GRT history, language and culture.
Education specialists suggest that GRT pupils should approach their head teachers and offer to conduct their
own assemblies that celebrate their culture, however only if they are safe to do this without the fear of post event
bullying.

How to tackle bullying in schools
School policies on bullying and racism need to spell out explicitly what is unacceptable language and behaviour
towards GRT children, as often not even the school staff seem to be aware of these. Every accusation of racist
bullying should be thoroughly investigated and recorded by the school. Racism should not be tolerated in
any form and persistent acts of racism should face a sanction, up to and including school exclusion. If a school
continuously ignores accusations of racist bullying, this should be reported to Ofsted.
Schools need to have clear reporting frameworks, including anonymous reporting boxes for pupils.
Every incident has to be dealt with consistently with an educative, restorative justice approach first with welldefined escalation for repeated offences.
Parents of the victims and the perpetrators need to be involved, and parents and pupils need to understand what
action has been taken and that it is fair. GRT parents’ lack of positive school experiences and lack of trust in the
school system can heighten their emotional response to their child being bullied. Therefore, it is vital that the
school takes time to communicate and explain every incident and repercussions to the parents.

Government responsibility to GRT children in education
Between 2003 and 2008, when Traveller Education was ‘mainstreamed’, there were coordinated policies involving
central government, local authorities, schools, Traveller Education Support service (TESSs) and families. The
ending of ring-fenced funding in 2008 followed by local authority cuts, the increased autonomy of schools and the
pupil premium, has brought the situation back to where it was some 30 years ago.
The most important service provided by TESSs, which has not been replaced by another service provider,
was their role in maintaining educational continuity, when education broke down or was disrupted due
to family circumstances. The Pupil Premium, which the Department of Education suggests meets the
needs of Gypsies, Roma and Travellers does not deal with these situations and not all GRT children are
eligible for Pupil Premium. Therefore, children are excluded, encouraged to home educate and allowed
to drop out, with no-one having responsibility and skill to pick up the pieces.
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Advocacy Project
Casework
Traveller Movement’s Education Project has worked on 160 cases in three years and has assisted Gypsy and
Traveller children to stay in school, to get into school, to get better treatment and support in school, and to
challenge bullying and discrimination in school. The number of children helped is significantly higher than 160,
as one case can include several children from the same family, if their situation or needs were the same, e.g.
admission & transfer, attendance, transport, elective home education (EHE) or discrimination/bullying. Table 1
breaks down the type and percentages of cases we worked on.

Table 1. Traveller Movement Education Project casework
Admission & Transfer 31%
Bullying 11%
Funding 8%
Exclusions 6%
Discrimination 9%
Attendance 6%
Home Education 1%

Transport 12%
SEN 11%
Other 3%

While some of the cases are quickly resolved, the majority take weeks or even months to make real progress.
While initial enquiries might relate to one area of work, families will often return for further assistance of advocacy
as issues arise at school. This indicates that there is an overwhelming need for specialist support, far beyond what
one NGO can offer.

Findings:
•	
School admissions, transfers and requests for school transport constitute a significant proportion of TMs
casework each year, indicating high levels of digital exclusion;
•	
Overworked local authorities often lack the resources to assist families to complete online/hard copy
applications;
•	
Schools often refuse to engage with families until online/hard copy applications have been submitted;
•	
Parents often lack the confidence to engage proactively with schools, often due to their own negative school
experiences;
•	
Discrimination affects the vast majority of families that we assist;
•	
School exclusions are often given as a first rather than a last resort, and are frequently given to children with
unmet Special Educational Needs (SEN);
•	
Most schools lack the resources to support children with SEN;
•	
Academy schools only respond to the threat of legal action;
•	
Funding for schools uniforms causes many families distress and financial hardship;
•	
Racist bullying is rarely addressed appropriately, and most schools do not realise that GRT are ethnic groups.
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Case Studies
We have chosen seven case studies to display the type of issues parents contact us about. We hope that these
cases demonstrate some of the barriers Gypsy and Traveller parents are faced with in the education system (e.g.
bullying, discrimination, illiteracy & digital exclusion). The examples will also shed light on the complexity of the
cases and the amount of time required to work on them.

Case study 1: Exclusion
A Year 7 Irish Traveller boy was permanently excluded from school 6 days into the new school term. The boy’s
mother contacted TM who helped her to appeal the exclusion to the Independent Review Panel (IRP) and found
her an EHRC-funded solicitor.
The exclusion was quashed by the IRP as it was seen as irrational and unlawful, and didn’t meet the threshold for
permanent exclusion. TM accompanied the mother to the appeal hearing and to multiple meetings with the school.
Her son was reinstated, but spent the next 12 months in the Learning Support Unit, separated from the general
student body. Together with a solicitor TM applied for a move to a nearby school, which was, at first, prejudicially
denied. Under the threat of legal action, the new school overturned its decision.
The mother changed her mind about moving school, so son stayed at the original school but six months later she
asked TM to re-apply for the transfer, and the new school again denied the request.
Finally, with some pressure from the Local Authority, TM managed to get the son on the new school’s register.
Note: both schools in this case study are academies

Case study 2: Admissions & transport
TM helped to apply for a school place for a Reception Year Irish Traveller girl. No places were available at the three
nearest primary schools and she was offered a place in a school eight miles away from home.
The girl had been out of school for a month as the mother wanted her to attend a nearer school with other Traveller
children. TM appealed the admission decision and contacted the preferred school. School had vacancies left. TM
advised the mother to call the school and arrange for the girl to start.
A week later the mother called again, she was having trouble registering her daughter through the school’s online
system. She needed to create an online account through the council website and then submit request to preferred
school. TM called the school and explained, but school confirmed they could not allow girl to start before online
registration is done. TM helped the mother to register online and submitted proof of address documents on her
behalf.
A week later the mother called again asking about school as she hadn’t heard anything. TM called the school and
was told that the mother needed to check her emails as the confirmation had been emailed to her.
The mother asked for TM’s help to apply for school transport. The mother had contacted local council A and was
told that it was the neighbouring council B’s responsibility to provide transport as they believed family resides there.
TM phoned the local council B and then advised the mother to submit a transport support application to council
B. With TM’s help the mother submitted the application but was informed a week later that it was council A’s
responsibility to provide transport support.
Finally, after pressure from TM, council A requested the name and DOB of the girl in order to assess her eligibility
for school transport. TM provided information. Council also asked for a completed transport support application
and proof of family’s low income.
TM sent application form for mother to complete and to send to the council.
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Case study 3: Bullying
The mother of a year 8 Irish Traveller boy contacted TM, as her son had been in and out of school because of
bullying and racist name-calling. Once he had been strangled with a school tie. He had frequently retaliated.
School had compared being called ‘p*key’ with being teased for ginger hair.
Son was vomiting in the mornings and spent most of school days in the medical room for anxiety.
School attendance officer to mother: “I think you’re doing the right thing home schooling”- mother had never even
mentioned home schooling because she can’t read and write.
TM phoned school and informed them that son will be absent until racism is sorted out and school is safe.
TM accompanied the mother to meetings with school, and school stated that all name calling incidents had been
recorded as racism but did not have any records to prove it.
The school moved the boy into a new class and designed a part-time timetable that avoids lunchtime as that is
when conflicts occur. New timetable would be reviewed and, if the boy is comfortable, increased in the following
term. The mother was happy with the outcome.
One year later the mother contacted TM again. Her son was still being bullied and was suffering from anxiety.
He was still attending school with a part-time timetable. In the latest incident the boy had retaliated and punched
another child after they had punched him. The school placed the boy in isolation to ‘protect’ him.
The mother had meeting with school with TM involved in the background. She decided and school agreed that the
boy will continue on a part-time timetable even though TM tried to tell the mother this will affect her son’s education.
One month later the mother contacted TM again, she had taken her son out of school because of bullying. She
was scared for his safety. She was now considering home educating although she couldn’t afford home tutoring
and was illiterate. She had meetings with teachers with TM’s help.
The boy went back to school a week later, the school agreed with the mother to keep him on a part-time timetable
to avoid the boys who threatened him.
Two months later the mother contacted TM again. Her son had been in and out of school. The boy was now on
his final warning and would be excluded next time he was involved in an incident.
On the grounds that the school had for years ignored the safety of the boy and the racism against him, TM
contacted a solicitor who agreed to take the case. TM helped the mother to get legal aid.

Case study 4: Discrimination
A mother contacted TM. The school her two children were attending was discriminating against Travellers by
dealing with incidents involving Traveller children differently compared to incidents with other children.
TM wrote a formal complaint on parent’s behalf. Following this the school organised a meeting with parents, TM
attended THE meeting. The school and parents came to agreement about how things would be dealt with moving
forward. Both parties were happy and the school agreed to arrange cultural awareness training for its staff.
Two months later TM phoned the mother for an update. She said the school had changed their attitude and were
now much more positive towards her and her children. The mother was happy with the outcome of the meeting
and the intervention from TM.
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Case study 5: Elective Home Education
A mother contacted TM to ask for advice after her two daughters were attacked in school by another pupil following
months of bullying. The mum was very concerned about their safety and expressed concern about how the school
would ensure that the bullying would be stopped.
Their local council’s education support worker had suggested that if the mother was unwilling to send her daughters
back to the school, elective home education would be the best way forward. This worker had supported mum to
write a letter to the school informing them that the girls were to be taken off roll.
When the mother contacted TM it was to ask advice about how she could best access a tutor and resources to allow
her daughters to continue with their education. TM explained what Elective Home Education (EHE) means and
gave information about accessing tutors and resources. After considering how EHE would affect their education,
the family felt that remaining in school would be better for the girls, provided the school could guarantee their safety
or that places would be found in another school.
TM wrote a letter to the school requesting that the girls remain on school roll and that the school deal adequately
with the attack. The girls returned to the school and attended a meeting with the other party involved in the attack.
Following this meeting the two girls are now back in school and mum is assured that they are safe.

Case study 6: Attendance
A mother called TM for advice as she had received a fine of £1,000 for taking her child out of school for three weeks to
visit an ill relative in Ireland. She had heard that there is a special law for Travellers that allows their kids to stay away
from school for longer. TM advised that only Travellers who travel for work can have longer than normal absences
from school (T-code) and to engage more proactively with the school regarding future absences.

Case study 7: Special Educational Needs
A mother called TM. Her year 8 son has Special Educational Needs (SEN) and gets only two hours of school per
day. The mother would like her son to attend full time but feels the school is trying to get rid of him. The school
had told her that her son keeps interrupting other pupils’ learning and will never achieve things that other kids will
achieve.
The mother asked the school to apply for an Education Health and Care Plan (EHCP) but hadn’t heard anything.
TM contacted the school who responded that they had been gradually increasing the boy’s hours. TM asked for
an immediate meeting between the mother and the school.
The head teacher contacted TM. The school had assisted mum in requesting an EHCP but had a break of
communication with the Local Authority and the EHCP was delayed. The school requested a meeting with the
mother to start her son on a full-time schedule as soon as they get the appropriate support for him.
The mother contacted TM. She was really happy as the head teacher had had a meeting with her. Her boy was
gradually starting full-time and the school is giving more support to him. The boy was really happy too.
Three months later the mother contacted TM again. She felt her son is not learning anything at school and is
unable to answer even simple questions. TM contacted the school. They told us that EHCP was submitted three
months ago, and the boy should be on a full-time schedule and receiving 1:1 throughout the day as part of his High
Needs Funding. The school encouraged TM to contact Local Authority about the EHCP as the school hadn’t been
successful.
TM tried to contact the Local Authority several times. They eventually responded to say that they had agreed to
take son to a further assessment and were writing a draft plan for him.
Three months later the mother contacted TM. Her son was attending school full time and is getting a lot of
support. He was doing well in school and is happy.
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Good Practice Schools
So, what are good schools doing? We identified and interviewed four schools that have successfully integrated
their Gypsy, Roma and Traveller students. In these schools the GRT pupils perform on the same level as other
students.

Findings:
•	
These schools make extra effort in building relationships and welcoming the parents of the GRT pupils;
•	
These schools are aware of topics that GRT parents might be sensitive about and willing to discuss those
with them;
•	
These schools accommodate parents with low literacy skills;
•	
¾ of these schools have had GRT TA’s or Interns who act as a link between the school and the families;
•	
These schools include Gypsy, Roma and Traveller history and culture in their curricula;
•	
These schools tackle bullying proactively, and GRT children are not disproportionately targeted than any other
children in these schools.
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St Edmund’s Nursery School, Bradford
34% of the children at St Edmund’s are Roma from Eastern and Central Europe.
The school feels that the key to their success in integrating
Roma children is their effort in making the parents feel
welcome and valued.
“This is the main thing I think, because we have very good
relationships with the families. I did a home visit with a
parent whose kid goes to a primary school. So, the staff
from that school came to visit and were asking why didn’t
the kid come to school? “Aa she wasn’t well”. As soon as
they left and I asked what is the reason really, because
I could see the child was well. So, then the parent said
that my child didn’t have a clean uniform so rather than
sending her in the dirty uniform and having social care
get involved I rather keep her home.” - Roma teacher
In order to build trust with the parents, the school will do
several home visits if needed, always accompanied by
someone who speaks Romani. The school also offers
to sit down with new parents while their children are in
class, to explain the processes and the benefits of getting
an education. They provide parents with advice and help
in filling in forms and interacting with different public
sector actors.
The school employs Roma staff members and provides
internships for young Roma, who then act as role models
and an important cultural link between the school and the
families.
The staff have visited the Czech Republic twice in order to learn about the circumstances some of their
Roma families come from. This has increased the staff’s awareness of the racism that Roma face in their countries
of origin.
“I think if you just have that open positive relationship, really trusting relationship. And trust can only be built slowly.
It’s not enough that we tell that we in England don’t treat Roma like that. We need to show it every day to develop
that trust.” - Roma teacher
The school celebrates yearly ‘Our Community Week’, where they learn about all the cultures the children come
from. They also organise several family events a year to celebrate different cultures. They prefer celebrating all
cultures together and feel that GRTHM would only further segregate the Roma children.
Bullying is less of an issue at St Edmund’s as the children are very young. However, the staff believe that the way
schools communicate with the parent’s plays a major part in successfully tackling bullying.
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Crays Hill Primary School, Essex
96% of the students at Crays Hill Primary School are Irish Travellers.
The school organises its days slightly differently to
accommodate those children whose families still travel.
This is done by teaching lessons in attainment groups,
and not in age groups. It has proven to be less stressful
for the teachers and for the pupils.
“When children come to us after period of travelling, no
matter how long it is, we very quickly assess them and
put them in to the group that suits their reading ability.
Nobody comes to any lessons struggling or feeling that
they’ve missed out big chunks of learning.”
Besides grouping children based on their attainment,
the school staff are constantly in communication with
the parents, updating and informing them on upcoming
events, and being open and honest about what is allowed
and what is not.
“I’ve done some attendance meetings recently, because
our families are permitted to travel for business, but
they are not permitted to have days off to visit your Nan
or whatever. So sometimes that happens, so just have
to have honest conversations with the parents and say
that we can’t authorise that for you.”
Right from the beginning the children are taught to draw
a line between school life and home life. They are taught
that even if something is acceptable at home, it might not be in school.
“So sometimes I’ve had girls complaining that they had to sit next to a boy in assembly, and I’m like that’s ok,
school is a safe place. We are here, we are adults, we can see you. Sometimes having those conversations, we
appreciate that it’s not what they do at home but school is a little bit different.” – Head teacher
The school celebrates GRTHM by focusing on art and talking about people’s similarities and differences. For
example, in the past children have talked about what it is like to live in a trailer, a chalet or a house.
The school staff have been trained in and use restorative justice to tackle bullying. They get all the children who
have been involved in an incident together to talk about it and to decide what consequences there should be.
To engage with families, the school organises numerous different events during the year. To get more parents to
attend, they organise informal and formal open classroom days during school hours.
They also organise reading/writing workshops where parents are taught how to help their children to read. If
parents struggle with literacy, they are encouraged to get older siblings involved or to find other ways to support
reading at home.
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Mount Church of England Primary School, Newark
36% of the students at the Mount are English Romany Gypsies or Irish Travellers.
The school has a good and trusting relationship with their
local Gypsy and Traveller community, which has been
developed over four decades. The staff is knowledgeable
about the cultures and about some topics that Traveller
parents might need an extra phone call to discuss about.
“Find out about the culture because in order to establish
a really positive relationship with families it’s respectful
… And there’s certain subjects you wouldn’t talk about
with Traveller children that we know not to. However, in
other schools they might not know that.”
The school does academic and/or emotional interventions
with each child every day to make sure their potential
is met. These are done by either TA’s, teachers or in
small groups.
The school makes an extra effort to get new Traveller
families familiarised to school life. They offer new families
the opportunity to visit the school and to call during school
hours as it might be the first time some parents leave their
children, even if they are in year 5.
The school engages with Traveller parents with the help
of a TA who visits the caravan sites once a week to give
parents feedback on their children’s progress, or help
with paperwork, if required. They make contact with new
families and start building relationships with parents of future students.
The staff makes sure that parents will get verbal reminders of every event and piece of information. The school has
‘learning without limits’ sessions where parents work alongside their children. Parents get to see what children are
being taught and even learn themselves.
The school celebrates GRT history and culture throughout the whole year. For example, they arrange walks
to local caravan sites where all children can visit chalets and caravans and hear about the history and culture.
However, they feel that schools that don’t have a large Traveller population should celebrate GRTHM.
Bullying because of someone’s ethnicity rarely occurs at the Mount and is treated as racism. All incidents are
dealt with a proactive educational purpose by talking with the children, and by informing the parents.
The Mount does transition work with secondary schools, trying to teach them to be more aware of the Traveller
community and culture.
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Ash Manor, Comprehensive community
secondary school, Surrey
Approximately 10% of the students at the Ash Manor are
English Romany Gypsies or Irish Travellers.
“My policy is very much that Traveller children are as good as
any other child so therefore I expect them to perform as well as
anyone in terms of exams etc. We had it a little bit tough at first
in some ways but it’s been really good since.” – Head teacher
The school recognises that Traveller parents can be suspicious
around education partly because not all parents have completed
their education. Therefore, in the past the school employed a Traveller woman who acted as a link between the
school and the parents. Recently this employee resigned stating there is no need for her anymore.
If the staff suspect a parent has low literacy skills, they make a point to communicate verbally with them. The staff
also helps parents to fill in forms e.g. to apply for free school meals.
The school makes an effort to make children feel welcome and wanted, and they have even helped parents to
appeal against decisions in order to get children a place at Ash Manor. This work is known within the local Traveller
community that helps in building trust.
With Traveller students whose families travel for work, the teachers make sure that they have laptops and take
homework with them. They make sure all these children are up to date with schoolwork.
The school discourages Traveller parents from home educating and won’t help them to write EHE letters.
“I had an incident recently where a parent asked us to write the letter. We asked them to think about it, and the
kid himself wanted to stay in school, and eventually dad let him stay in school. They didn’t agree with how I was
disciplining them although he was getting what everyone else was getting. After, I made a point going to see
them and telling them how glad I am he stayed.”
Rather than celebrating GRTHM, or Black History Month for that matter, the children have a culture day where
they have different foods, music and national costumes.
The school deals name calling incidents with restorative justice and physical bullying incidents according to their
bullying policy. Traveller children are not bullied any more than other children at Ash Manor.
“Be open be honest, be fair. Give everybody a fair hearing. If the child has done something wrong that doesn’t
comply with the school’s rules then explain why. Believe in the kids, be aspirational for those children.”
– Head teacher
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Summary and conclusions
Without a shadow of a doubt much more needs to be done to improve the educational outcomes
for Gypsy, Roma and Traveller pupils in the UK. As this research demonstrates good practice
exists, but it is often the result of strong senior leadership, rather than the expected norm within
the average school.
As demonstrated in the aforementioned National Strategies and TARGET Model, we know
what good practice is – it isn’t necessary to reinvent the wheel. Improvements to Gypsy, Roma
and Traveller pupil attainment requires time, flexibility, financial and social investment, and a
commitment to equality and inclusion. As laid out in Aiming High: Raising the Achievement
of Gypsy Traveller Pupils: A Guide to Good Practice, good practice will improve inclusion,
attainment and outcomes for Gypsy, Roma and Traveller pupils.
Poor responses to racial harassment, and weak anti-bullying policies undermine teachers,
diminish trust in pupils and their parents and prevent the issue from being fully resolved.
Responses to bullying requires a whole school approach1.
Many of the schools interviewed for this research followed Wilkin et al’s (2009) GRT specific
TARGET model. They provided an environment of safety and trust; the cultivated an ethos of
respect; they are committed to access and inclusion; they provide some flexibility; and had
high expectations of their pupils. They also worked in partnership with families, pupils and
local communities. Schools that communicate openly enable better engagement with parents.
Schools that use officious, business-like language often alienate parents, not just GRT, which
inhibits effective communication and relationship building.
Additionally the schools exhibiting best practice have high expectations of all their pupils. They
expect them to achieve and have the same outcomes as every other student.
Some head teachers stated quite plainly that they don’t have specialist policies per se for Gypsy,
Roma and Traveller children, but they endeavour to build inclusive and welcoming environments
for incoming GRT students.
Some of the schools had a designated go-to person – and the educationalists suggested this
as good practice – but as demonstrated by the schools interviewed for this project, once the
teachers have been trained, and senior management are on board, then a designated member
of staff, GRT or non-GRT should be sufficient.

1

https://www.anti-bullyingalliance.org.uk/tools-information/schools-and-teachers/whole-school-approach
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